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together behind the scene 
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heroes such as the roof 
structures for an outdoor event, 
stage automation and aerial 
rigging that help make an 
event successful. In this issue, 

we highlight probably one of the driest subjects when it 
comes to events – the ubiquitous grid of electrical cables, 
connectors, switches, generators, panels, junction boxes 
and several other critical elements that serve as the life-
force for all of the audio, video, light, SFX and automation 
systems. We also focus on a team of uniquely skilled and 
experienced power distribution professionals working 
tirelessly in the trenches behind-the-scenes to ensure every 
last connection is safely secured. Enjoy the read.
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HONG KONG

fos/4 Adds the Perfect Emotion to Hong Kong Productions

ETC fos/4 series fixtures are the luminaires dedicated to 
the studio and broadcasting market. Malo Ma, the young 
and budding gaffer in Hong Kong, has used fos/4 series 
in various video productions.

fos/4 Panel was used in a recent music video production 
sung by the rising female Hong Kong singer. Malo leads 
the lighting of this video production.

The music video portrays how the girl pulls herself 
together from failures and challenges.fos/4 Panel 
Daylight HDR (8” x 24”) is used in a few shots in this 
music video. “The colour is very natural. I like how 
the color-mixing with deep red LEDs makes the skin 
colour tone andother scenes look real and delicate,” 
commented Malo Ma.

“The lightning strikes effect is surprisingly real. It flashes 
naturally and makes the mood of the scenes better 
especially highlighting the complicated feeling in this 
song,” added Malo.Because of the good experience 
using the fos/4 Panel, Malo added fos/4 Fresnel to his 
gear list when he was preparing for a fashion video 
production. In this picture, Malo and his team were 
adjusting the colour, angle, and brightness. “The 
brightness is good. And I like the intuitive and simple 

UI with the four backlit encoders, making it easy to 
change color and other settings quickly and accurately,” 
commented Malo.

Malo and his partners, Hero Pun, set up their own 
business, Come Roll Media Limited, in
2013 focusing on movie production and equipment 
rental. The young entrepreneurs are
professionals from the filming industry and now 
expanding their reach to TV commercials,
music videos, events, post-production, and more.

ETC

Photo credit: Come Roll Media Limited.
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MIDDLE EAST

CT Middle East Expand Project Management and Lighting Department

Creative Technology Middle East (CTME) welcomes 
Chad Smith as the newly appointed Project Manager 
of their Live Events Division. Chad has over 11 years 
of experience throughout the Middle East, Africa, 
Europe and Asia. He has extensive knowledge in 
technical design and production and is responsible for 
providing AV technical management across various 
events. Alongside managing a team of engineers, Chad 
has built strong relationships with worldwide clients, 
providing support, communication and problem-solving 
solutions. He has a diverse portfolio across corporate, 
sports, weddings, live entertainment, festivals, and large 
scale event spectaculars. He has worked on some of 
the most technically complex projects such as Diriyah 
Season, World Air Games, Amway ALS & NPF Business 
Forum in Singapore, UAE National Day and many of the 
first globally broadcast sporting events to take place in 
Saudi Arabia. Chad prides himself on delivering the right 
solution for his clients while ensuring exceptional events 
are delivered.

Smith comments, “It’s an honour to be joining CT 
Middle East, and I am looking forward to working on the 
incredible projects we have lined up over the coming 
season.”

Nick Fenton has also recently joined CTME as a 
highly-skilled AV Project Manager with over 7 years of 
experience in the live events industry across the Middle 
East and South Africa. He is a qualified professional 
with a bachelor’s degree in Business Management, a 
diploma in Audio Technology, and has a strong technical 
and audio background. Over the years, he has worked 
on various large-scale projects, such as Jazz Fest, Red 
Fest, Arab Hope Makers, World Economic Summit, 

(L-R): Nick Fenton, AV Project Manager; Chad Smith, Project Manager, Live Events Division and Sam Connolly, Head of Lighting.

Dubai Rugby Sevens and Atlantis New Years Eve events, 
to name a few. He has extensive technical design and 
production knowledge across all event disciplines and 
leads a team of engineers, successfully planning and 
executing projects to the highest standard.

Fenton adds, “Creative Technology are renowned for 
their attention to detail and high quality of work across all 
their projects, and I am excited to be part of the team.”

Creative Technology would also like to introduce Sam 
Connolly as the Head of Lighting for the Middle East 
region. With over 8 years of experience in the live events 
and the system integration industry, he brings a wealth 
of knowledge and skill to his role. Sam is responsible for 
the creative vision, strategy, and delivery of all technical 
lighting elements, providing technical guidance and 
practical solutions across a wide variety of projects. Over 
the years, he has planned and engineered many high-
profile events and special projects, including the Special 
Olympics Opening and Closing Ceremony, AD Diriyah 
Inauguration, Burj Khalifa New Years Eve celebrations, 
Commemoration Day and multiple concerts and live 
event spectaculars, to name a few. Drawing on his 
diverse experience, Sam leads a team of lighting experts 
providing technical direction and management. 

Connolly comments, “It is an honour to be part of this 
new and exciting growth at CTME as they expand and 
move into a full-service delivery. I am very much looking 
forward to seeing this new division of CT flourish. I think 
we can bring something new and exciting to the lighting 
market in the region.”

CTME

http://www.e-techasia.com
https://www.ct-group.com/me/
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DUBAI

AO Creative Delivers the UAE’s First Drone Flown QR Code for Dubai’s 
Nike Jordan Store Launch

AO Drones, part of the AO Creative stable of companies, 
launched a state-of-the-art, 600-strong fleet of drones 
inside Dubai’s 150-metre-high landmark Frame structure, 
for a campaign to announce the July unveiling of the 
UAE’s first Nike Jordan Concept store.

The event was specifically designed to be filmed for a 
Nike Jordan digital and social campaign, with the 600 
AO drones programmed to generate a four layered, 
three-dimensional, rotating facsimile of the famous 
Jordan ‘Jumpman’ logo. The logo then morphed into 
a fully scannable 3D QR code, enabling potential 
customers to discover more about the store.

Due to COVID restrictions in Dubai, the client could not 
make the show public, so the activation was designed to 
be filmed from the get-go.

“The huge Dubai Frame provided a spectacular 
illuminated border for the Jumpman logo and QR Code,” 

says Marco Niedermeier, show producer at AO Creative. 
“We animated the Jumpman icon with strobes and colour 
but creating the figure in 3D was challenging, especially 
as the object was presented in four layers and then 
rotated 360°.”

When the team turned the images 360°, it meant that 
everyone in the park and surrounding apartments could 
see and scan the code.

In addition to the drone show, AO Creative employed 
three camera drones to film and photograph the 
event. The resulting video was then edited for a Nike 
Jordan digital and social campaign across the brand’s 
communication channels. 

AO Creative also delivered full event production, 
including the lighting execution, which added drama and 
atmosphere to the drone formation, alongside power and 

Photo credit AO Creative.

http://www.e-techasia.com
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data distribution and a grandstand platform for the 100 
invited guests and influencers.

Before the show could go ahead, the AO Drones team 
had to complete a detailed feasibility study. This is 
because the Dubai Frame is not an easy area to fly in, 
due to the nearby highway and airport, which come with 
several restrictions. These meant that the team could 
not fly the drones higher than 120m and the design had 
to be created with pinpoint precision for the code to 
register on phones.

The drones were guided by GPS, using software that 
enables live communication between each object. 

Environmental considerations were also key. Luckily, 
it was below 40 degrees and wind levels were low. In 
addition, planning complex drone shows come with their 
own logistical challenges. 
“For permissions, we had to contact the Dubai Civil 
Aviation Authority where our drones and pilots are 
registered,” adds AO Drone’s Pilot in Command, Kevin 
Niedermeier. “The DCAA gave permission for the 
event as did the traffic authority, the police, and the 
Government.”

With everyone’s approval and Nike happy with the results 
from AO Drones, the demand for such shows is on the 
rise, as Niedermeier confirms: “We’ve learned from the 
market - especially here in the Middle East – that the 
quantity of drones our clients are asking for exceed 300-
500 per show. That’s why we have augmented our fleet 
to 1,000 and are planning to increase to 2,000 by the 
fourth quarter of the year.”

The unique 3D drone concept bought a tangible sense 
of the future to the opening of Nike’s 2,500 sq. ft retail 
space in the Dubai Mall, which exclusively stocks the 
Nike Jordan brand, inspired by NBA titan Michael 
Jordan. 

AO Creative

http://www.e-techasia.com
mailto:tel@gis-ag.ch
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AUSTRALIA

Audio Visual Events Invests in More Astera

Audio Visual Events (AVE) is a live, hybrid and virtual 
event production services specialist based in Sydney, 
Australia, working across all industry sectors including 
corporate, commercial and entertainment. 

Since 2019, and throughout the pandemic period, 
the company has invested steadily in Astera’s range 
of battery powered wireless controlled LED lighting 
products. In the last three months alone, this has 
included the purchase of 80 x Astera AX5 TriplePARs 
and 16 x Hyperion Tubes, which – together with the 
100+ Astera AX1 Pixel Tubes and AX3 LiteDrops already 
in stock – have been delivered by Astera’s Australian 
distributor, ULA Group.

In 2020, work gradually started picking up after the initial 
few months of the pandemic when the event industry 
worldwide came to a halt. AVE also used this time to 
focus on being innovative and expanding its resources 
and horizons to attract potential new business. ON AIR 
is one of the results of this effort, an exciting new semi-
permanent studio space, which is available for rental and 
co-productions. The project is a collaboration with the 
SMC Conference & Function Centre at Sydney Masonic 
Centre and digital event specialist Create Engage. 

All entities were united by the goal of keeping as 
many staff and crew as possible employed during this 
extraordinary period and to provide clients with an 
inventive and effective platform to share their messages 
in a virtual, timely, cost-effective and safe way.

Paul Keating, who joined AVE four years ago as general 
manager explains that having several diverse revenue 
streams has assisted the company in keeping going and 
moving forwards through this tough and unpredictable 
time, minimising economic impact on their talented and 
hardworking team. 

As the demand for alternative ways of delivering events, 
branding, messaging, and communication soared, 
set up of the first ON AIR studio accelerated, and this 
became so busy that a second studio is currently being 
built. The initial 104 x Astera AX1 Pixel Tubes were 
purchased at the end of 2019 and became invaluable 
during the early months of the first ON AIR studio. 
“Everyone loves them, and visually the fixtures can 
provide that extra texturing and depth that really benefits 
AV-based recorded or streamed events,” commented 
Paul.With the success of the first batch of Asteras plus 
the “excellent” support from the ULA team, it also made 
sense to acquire more fixtures to replace some of their 
older products.

Wireless control was a major selling point for Paul and 
the whole AV Event team.“The convenience from a 
labour perspective is obvious,” he explained, “this in turn 
fuels creativity and enables us to deliver more complex 
and dynamic light shows especially on site in smaller or 
more challenging spaces.” 

The National Rugby League has been a major client over 
the last year, with several events staged in their various 

NRL Event.

http://www.e-techasia.com
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stadiums around the country, often compact-sized 
rooms but always requiring a unique look and feel for the 
presentation and telecast.

Having the Asteras onboard and access to wireless 
operation has opened a whole universe of possibilities 
for AVE, especially where conventional trussing or 
rigging infrastructure is not available or possible. 
Being able to use Astera products in these and other 
improvised situations means they can still create the 
cool, slick corporate looks desired, even with little time 
and limited facilities.

Astera’s onboard LumenRadio CRMX has proved 
“flawless” for the AV Events team who often run up to 
5 or 10 universes of wireless DMX. They like the App 
control, as it is hugely convenient to use a smartphone or 
tablet, and of course, the “outstanding” quality of light.  

“These fixtures have all been extremely well thought out,” 
says Paul, adding that the IP 65 rating is the icing on the 
cake as they can work equally well indoors or outdoors.

“With Astera you simply get everything all at once!” 
he declares.Crews and technicians love the array of 
ingenious bracketry, spigots, etc., and the compatibility 
with standard rigging kit and popular setups they 
frequently encounter on site. “Even the case layout is 
brilliant – so you can spot a missing item immediately,” 
declares Paul.Their enthusiasm for the brand and 
products is boosted by the relationship with ULA Group, 
which Paul underlines, “is really imperative to investing 

in a brand”. The most recent purchase of the Hyperion 
Tubes was a great example.

They were acquired for the National Rugby League event 
at Queensland Country Bank Stadium, Townsville, just 
north of Brisbane which was rescheduled to this venue at 
the last minute. More kit was needed very rapidly on site 
when the Queensland “Maroons” unexpectedly decided 
they would use a function room area adjacent to their 
dressing room as part of their televised run-on!

An urgent call to ULA asked them to send “Whatever 
Astera’s they had in stock” … and shortly after the 
Hyperions arrived on site! The crew set up the shot 
which featured light dramatically chasing and flickering 
through the tubes during the run on, adding excitement 
and depth to the footage as the players powered 
through, looking amazing both on camera and in reality. 

Another six hospitality rooms at the same event were 
filled with AX1s.When not in use on AV Events’ own 
shows, there is no shortage of dry hire demand for all 
their Astera products which also include AX5s which are 
regularly used for up-lighters for rooms and scenery. 

“It’s obvious that Astera’s R ‘n’ D team is listening to 
those working on the ground in film, TV and live events 
sectors, and they just keep on improving and innovating 
the products. This is a manufacturer invested in a long-
term future for its brand,” concludes Paul.

NRL Event.

Pictures courtesy of AV Events.

Astera LED

http://www.e-techasia.com
https://astera-led.com/
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CHINA

Shanghai Media Group Installs L-Acoustics L-ISA Technology in Radio 
Shanghai Arts Centre

The Shanghai Media Group (SMG) is one of China’s 
largest media conglomerates, with operations 
spanning multiple radio and television networks, film 
production and distribution houses, and various digital 
entertainment platforms. Recently, SMG revolutionized 
its radio operations, bringing cutting-edge technology to 
a new, purpose-built venue. Radio Shanghai Arts Centre 
includes a sunken plaza, eight online live broadcasting 
studios, an innovative workshop, an outdoor patio, and 
an immersive studio, equipped with L-ISA Immersive 
Hyperreal Sound technology, which will bring creative 
and innovative performances to the public. 

SMG celebrated the grand opening of Radio Shanghai 
Arts Centre with a launch event for Shanghai’s 
government and industry VIPs, showcasing 
contemporary and traditional dance, alongside classical 
music performances. Guests included SMG’s President 
and Chairman, top representatives from radio and 

television associations, and international public relations 
officers from China’s governing bodies.

During the launch ceremony, Song Jiongming, President 
of Shanghai Media Group, enthusiastically described 
Radio Shanghai Arts Centre as a place that combines 
fashion, energy, and innovation. The inauguration of the 
new centre is a critical step for the convergence and 
transformation of SMG. Proof of SMG’s commitment 
to innovation, Radio Shanghai Arts Centre has been 
equipped with one of the country’s first permanently 
installed L-ISA immersive sound systems, designed 
and installed by local L-Acoustics Certified Provider 
Distributor Rightway Audio Consultants (Racpro). 

Nan Hu, Marketing Director at Racpro, speaks of 
supporting the installation and launch event. “Racpro 
has a long-standing relationship with SMG, supporting 
projects in recent years that contribute to the group’s 

RAC Pro oversaw installation that consisted of five arrays of one A10 Focus and two A10 Wide enclosures each for the main scene system.

http://www.e-techasia.com
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dynamic,” says Nan Hu. “SMG’s technical team has 
always held L-Acoustics in high regard, due to its 
innovation in technology and its range of premium quality 
offerings, so it made sense that, when they looked to 
innovate at Shanghai Radio Arts Centre, they would turn 
to L-ISA immersive sound technology.”

Racpro, with the help of Alvin Koh, Application Director 
Asia Pacific at L-Acoustics, worked directly with SMG 
to design an L-ISA configuration that would best fit 
the space and performance needs of the venue. The 
team installed five arrays of one A10 Focus with two 
A10 Wide enclosures each for the main Scene system. 
Two hangs of two A10 Wide on either side of the Scene 
system significantly extended the panoramic experience. 
Four X8 are rigged in the ceiling above the audience, 
while nine X8 installed on the peripherals complete 
the Immersive Hyperreal system. The four KS21 flown 
behind the centre scene array extended the system 
response down to 29 Hz. Alvin Koh was on-site to 
calibrate the installation and to train SMG’s engineers in 
the new technology.

An LED screen backs the stage for stunning visuals, 
and for the launch event, the SMG team employed 
a BlackTrax tracking system, which was seamlessly 

integrated into the L-ISA Controller, to track performers 
and match audio to their on-stage movements. The 
synchronisation provided the audience with an enriching, 
immersive sound experience and showcased the 
creative possibilities of the new technology.

The launch received positive feedback and praise from 
both the performers and the audience. Since then, SMG 
has continued to host concerts and other immersive 
events. “The SMG technical team have really stepped 
up and embraced the learning curve that comes with 
adopting new technology,” Hu says. “I feel that Racpro 
has helped SMG take a vital step toward the future and 
impose themselves as a leader in the Chinese – and the 
world’s - media industry.”

L-Acoustics

Rightway Audio Consultants

The technical team at SMG embraced and overcame the challenges of L-ISA immersive sound synchronised to the BlackTrax infrared tracking system.

http://www.e-techasia.com
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UK

Sound Devices Joins Audiotonix Group

Audiotonix, the group which comprises the Allen 
& Heath, Calrec, DiGiCo, DiGiGrid, Group One 
Limited, KLANG:technologies, and Solid State Logic 
entertainment technology brands, announces the 
acquisition of US-based Sound Devices LLC as part of 
its expanding group. The transaction further extends the 
Audiotonix professional solutions for audio production 
environments.

James Gordon CEO of Audiotonix comments, “The 
addition of Sound Devices and their fantastic team to our 
portfolio of premium audio brands is a proud moment for 
all involved. Their expertise and technical pedigree in 
film production, broadcasting and professional recording 
is a great fit. As with previous acquisitions we always 
look to increase the knowledge share group-wide and, 
with FPGA-based solutions and RF wireless technology 
at their core, we have an enviable opportunity.”

The acquisition will coincide with co-founder Jon 
Tatooles departure from Sound Devices after 23 
years. Co-founder Matt Anderson, who has been Chief 
Engineer of Sound Devices since inception and CEO 
since 2013, will continue to serve in both roles.

Matt Anderson states, “I’ve enjoyed getting to know 
James and the team during the past few months. In 

(L-R) Jon Tatooles, James Gordon, Matt Anderson.

terms of values and culture, Sound Devices fits perfectly 
within the Audiotonix group of companies. In a way, it will 
be ‘business as usual’ at Sound Devices, as we will carry 
on doing the same thing we've been doing for the past 
23 years: focussing intensely on making the best sound 
products we can. However, the Audiotonix group brings 
us more strength in terms of access to capital, depth in 
manufacturing, knowledge in engineering, sourcing of 
parts, and expanding our sales and marketing expertise. 
I am extremely excited about this new opportunity.”

Jon Tatooles adds, “It has been incredible to build 
Sound Devices over the last 23 years into the 
organization it is today. I am very excited about the next 
chapter for the company, and I leave it in great hands. 
Audiotonix is a great organization who will build on the 
success we have achieved. I don’t believe there is a 
better partner.”

Audiotonix

Sound Devices

http://www.e-techasia.com
https://www.audiotonix.com/
https://www.sounddevices.com/
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HONG KONG

Hong Kong School Pui Kiu College Chooses Martin Product for Their 
Newest Indoor Sports Centre

Established in 2005, Pui Kiu College in Shatin, Hong 
Kong, is a “through-train” school that embraces an 
international perspective and Chinese culture. It allows 
students to explore a wide range of cultures and to 
experience a vast variety of learning opportunities. 
The campus is well equipped which facilitates an all-
rounded language learning environment and enables 
the development of artistic and sporting abilities.This 
summer, the College established a new indoor sports 
centre for assemblies, cultural activities, performances, 
and basketball games.

As the auditorium is also an indoor basketball court, the 
lighting equipment had to be installed on a ten-meter-
high ceiling to avoid interfering with the deployment 
and retraction of the basketball hoop. In addition, the 
auditorium is equipped with a large LED screen at the 
end of the stage, therefore, lighting equipment must be 
versatile, compact, and powerful.

The stage lighting system needed to be colourful, 
flexible, with sufficient illumination to meet the various 
effect requirements of different activities. Start Up 
Audio Ltd, the AV system integrator, specified their 
requirements to MPHK Group Ltd, the Martin Lighting 
distributor in Hong Kong. The system is designed with 
8 units of Martin ERA600 Performance, 16 units of 
Martin Mac Aura XB and 16 units of Martin RUSH Par 2 
Zoom. In addition to providing system design, lighting 
effect simulation renderings, lighting programming and 
operation training, Start Up and MPHK also participated 

in several on-site construction coordination meetings to 
ensure that the installation work of lighting equipment 
aligns with the construction.

“We are confident in Martin lighting due to the high 
recognition of the brand, assured quality products and 
helpful technical support from MPHK. The project is 
going to set a new standard for AV and lighting of school 
multi-functional auditoriums in Hong Kong”, said Will 
Lung, the Project Manager of Start Up.

“We are very pleased with the lighting effects in the new 
multifunctional auditorium, and believe it will enhance 
students' experience in cultural and sports activities. “ 
said Wu Yuk Chi, Pui Kiu College’s principal.

MPHK

http://www.e-techasia.com
https://www.mphkg.com.hk/
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CHINA

Clear-Com IP Solutions Help Pave the Way for World Premiere of 
Sound of the Silk Road

 Nederlander Worldwide Entertainment (NWE) partnered 
with Shaanxi Tourism Group’s, Legend Performances, 
for the world premiere of the musical, The Sound of the 
Silk Road, at the Shanxi Grand Theatre in Xi’an, China 
this summer. Given that key members of NWE would be 
required to participate remotely, the communications 
solution was of immense importance to producers, who 
turned to Beijing-based, Panda Dream Quan Cultural 
Development Co., Ltd for consultation about their on-
site and remote production needs. For the rehearsals 
and the world premiere, PDQ supplied a comprehensive 
Clear-Com system with a combination of FreeSpeak 
II Digital Wireless Intercom, HelixNet Digital Network 
Partyline, LQ Series of IP Interfaces, Agent-IC Mobile 
App, and the newly released Station-IC Virtual Desktop 
Client. 

The Sound of the Silk Road commemorates the city of 
Xi’an as the origin of the Silk Road—a network of trade 
routes connecting China with Europe and the Middle 
East—during the Han Dynasty over 2000 years ago. The 
production is a culmination of the world’s best Chinese 
and American Broadway artists that brings ancient 
Chinese culture onto the modern stage. It features 
acrobats, musicians, magicians, and life-size puppets, 
the synchronization of which, requires incredible 
coordination and communication between teams. 

“The producers paid a lot of attention to the 
communication solution for this show,” explained 
PDQ’s Project Leader, Ye Lynn. “They requested a 
reliable wireless system for onsite use that also satisfied 
their need for multiple channels and point-to-point 
communication.” 

NEWS

http://www.e-techasia.com
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A combination of HelixNet and FreeSpeak II were 
deployed in the Ankang Theatre for rehearsals, and 
then in the Shanxi Grand Theatre for the premiere, with 
FreeSpeak II transceivers strategically placed for optimal 
coverage throughout the spaces. The system was used 
in conjunction with HXII-BP HelixNet 2-channel full-
duplex digital beltpacks, HKB-2X HelixNet 4-channel 
speaker stations and HRM-4X HelixNet 4-channel remote 
stations. 

“Existing COVID restrictions complicated our 
communications needs for the timing of the premiere,” 
Ye Lynn continued. “Team members from Nederlander 
Worldwide Entertainment, design team members in 
Germany, as well as performers and various other 
contributors based all around the world could not 
travel to China to participate in rehearsals, so their 
contributions had to be made remotely."

To address the production’s remote needs, LQ was 
integrated into the onsite FreeSpeak II and HelixNet 
configuration. Remote users with the Agent-IC mobile 
app onto their smart devices or the Station-IC client 
on their Windows or MacOS desktop could connect to 
LQ over IP to access the onsite comms network in the 
theatre from their locations in New York, Germany and 
more.   

“The combination of LQ with Agent-IC and Station-IC 
successfully solved the remote problem by allowing 

international contributors to communicate as if they were 
all in the same room,” said Ye Lynn. “Clear-Com’s new 
Station-IC is an exceptional product—the desktop app 
provided a flawless solution, and we will definitely be 
purchasing more licenses in the near future!” 

The musical has experienced major success with 
Chinese audiences since its premiere in August 2021, 
and in 2022 it will take permanent residence in a 
purpose-built theatrical venue in Xi'an's new theme park, 
Silk Road Paradise, followed by an international tour. 

Clear-Com

http://www.e-techasia.com
https://www.clearcom.com/
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VIDEO FILES

MAGMATIC - JAVELIN

A member of Magmatic’s Rocket series of CO2 
cryogenic simulation effects, the Magmatic Javelin is 
a high-velocity CO2 simulator fog machine for high-
impact moments. Featuring 34 x 2-watt RGBA LEDs 
for throws of dynamic coloured effect, the Javelin can 
rotate 90-degrees for horizontal or vertical bursts of fog. 
Wrapped in a durable aluminium housing, the Javelin is 
intuitively controllable via DMX-512 and RDM and houses 
an easy-to-use onboard LCD touch screen control panel. 
Wired and wireless remote control options are available.

Simple yet versatile, the PROTOS ADJUTOR chainliders 
are the most convenient solution for hoist cable 
management and are both easy to install and remove. 
Never worry about bunched up or loose hanging cables 
again with ADJUTOR Chainsliders. They slide easily 
onto a non-load bearing chain. The product comes 
in three sizes to accommodate all mainstream hoists. 
Connect your cables to the slides with cable-ties or 
standard 0.5T shackles.

VuePix Infiled Titan XPROTOS ADJUTOR Chainslider

The VuePix Infiled TITAN-X series is a new ultimate rental 
LED system specifically designed for outdoor touring 
markets. The unique design of the TITAN-X cabinets 
offers excellent transparency of 70%, bringing new 
dimensions to your creative outdoor stage sets and 
allowing the sound and light effects to easily cut through 
the LED wall system..

The ADJ Lighting Mirage Q6 PAK is all-in-one event up 
lighting system with six (6) IP65 rated, battery powered 
fixtures and a durable flight case with an on-board 
battery charging solution. Each Mirage Q6 IP fixture is 
powered by four (4) 10W RGBA LEDs that produces a 
15-degree beam angle. The fixture is IP65 rated and 
is waterproof; suitable for temporary use outdoors with 
protection against the elements (rain, snow, dust and 
sand). Built-in WiFLY EXR wireless DMX allows for the 
fixtures to communicate with a lighting controller, also 
with WiFLY EXR wireless DMX, up to 2,500 feet (700M) 
away.

ADJ Lighting Mirage Q6 PAK

http://www.e-techasia.com
https://youtu.be/xUlDYDfIFto
https://youtu.be/VXOPwEzt6Ws
https://youtu.be/1Djmn3Y1ryQ
https://youtu.be/b2BZ4nqPEw8
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Are You Immersed Yet?

ALEX COLUMN

Join the conversation and share your thoughts with Alex. 
Alex can be reached at alex@asaudio.de

The word of the year 2020 
and also the year 2021 
in Pro Audio should be 
“immersive”. Funny how a 
single word can capture 
an entire industry and also 
funny how many different 
understandings there are 
out there about this word 
and the topic. As you might 
expect from me by now, 
I want to give you some 

idea about the challenges and the results and how this 
word in different context means quite different things. 
Since this has become so prominent I want to devote a 
few columns on the topic to be able to discuss various 
aspects. Here we go.

From the true sense of the meaning, immersive only 
means surrounded in a three dimensional way (space) 
and it has no technical standard implication and does 
not describe any given system and performance, such 
as 5.1 or 7.1 do. As a result, STEREO can be pretty 
immersive if mixed right and with the right system and in 
the right environment. So if anyone starts talking about 
an immersive system, they better have some technical 
description on hand about what they are actually doing 
and why. 

There are a lot of discussions about how to evaluate and 
judge an immersive sound system and how realistic the 
sound produced is being perceived by the audience. 
As soon as the hearing system (Ears and brain) detect 
artifacts, the listening experience is not really immersive, 
since the brain recognized that the heard sound is 
not real and then the experience gets disqualified by 
the brain as non-realistic. In this regard, the level of 
immersion is a bit of a quality statement, but of course 
these days it is as distorted as things can be and it has 
been abused in marketing exercises across the globe 
and our entire industry. 

For the recording, production and reproduction of Audio 
all this has a ton of meanings and represents plenty of 
challenges. Just because the reproduction side gets 
so much coverage these days, let’s have a look at all 
this backwards. For reproduction there are a variety of 
systems and offerings on the market. Please do note 
that I am not calling any of them “solutions” since I have 

serious questions, if any of them are a real solution to 
any real world problem. In reproduction you can look at 
live sound, cinematic, studio and of course consumer 
side offerings.

If you read the global research about loudspeaker based 
reproduction systems, there is one thing that is rather 
common to read: As the level of localization raises, 
meaning better localization of any given sound within 
the 360 degree space, the sweetspot, for which this 
system will work,  usually gets smaller. There is even the 
point where the increase of localization will make the 
sweetspot become smaller than one listener position 
and this of course then sends the whole undertaking 
into absurdity. If you have been working in live sound, 
like I have for some 34 years now, you will already feel 
sadness rising, since even stereo only works for a very 
limited number of people in the audience and as a 
result, we do not get to employ and to enjoy stereo as 
much as we would like to. Now imagine you take all this 
one dimension further and you can imagine what the 
limitations might look like. If the size of the sweetspot is 
not big enough to fill a certain level of crowd in it, then 
any application and offering is nonsensical purely from 
an economic perspective. And of course apart from 
the financial and economic implications, it makes no 
sense as well from a technical perspective to put up 
anything that is only good for less than one percent of 
your expected audience. As one German loudspeaker 
manufacturer once called it: democracy for listeners…..

We will take a closer look at the Cinematic side of things 
in the next column, since DOLBY ATMOS is widely 
spread now and content being played back on these 
system should reflect the possibilities of the reproduction 
system. More to come, please stand by…

http://www.e-techasia.com
mailto: alex@asaudio.de
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RCF Announces a New Powerful Compact Speaker System to the 
Flagship TT+ Series

Italian audio company RCF introduces 
two powered portable speakers with 
uncompromising fidelity. Flexibility, power, 
and small footprint make the TT 515-A 
speaker and TT 808-AS subwoofer ideal 
for high-powered portable and installed 
professional applications where size and 
weight are critical factors. This approach 
combines the advantages of RCF TT+ 
technology such as controlled dispersion, 
outstanding clarity, high-power, multiple 
rigging accessories, weather protection, and 
RDNET software connection for real-time 
management with recallable presets. 

TT 515-A is a 127 dB speaker that fits in the 
palm of your hand and can be used as a 
main speaker system, or to supplement a 
larger system, a 3D/immersive sound system, 
or high-quality installations. The transducer 
configuration of the TT 515-A pairs two 
symmetrical custom-loaded 5” cone drivers 
to a rotatable CMD waveguide surrounding 
a titanium 1.75” high-frequency compression 
driver, all powered by a two-channel 1,000W 
RMS Class-D amplifier. The multiple rigging 
accessories and the unobtrusive form 
factor of the cabinet are suitable for a wide 
range of configurations including hanging, 
pole-, truss-, wall- or ceiling-mounting—in 
horizontal or vertical orientation—with a 
rotatable waveguide and logo plate. 

TT 808-AS subwoofer features two high-
power 8” woofers with vented frontal loading 
powered by a two-channel 1,000W RMS 
Class-D amplifier. The compact cabinet 
can be used in both horizontal and vertical 
orientation or paired for cardioid, arc, and 
other complex subwoofers configurations 
using RDNet. TT 808-AS also includes 
balancing brackets for improved vertical 
stability and a rotatable logo.

The onboard DSP provides flexible control 
of speakers’ parameters and packs a 
high-level DSP circuit with proprietary 
Bass Motion Control (BMC) and FiRPHASE 
processing to achieve coherent distribution 
of sound without phase distortion and deep, 
tight bass at any volume. BMC extends the 
lowest audible frequency without affecting 
the transducer’s stability, limiting over-
excursions for greater reliability and superior 
performance at high volume levels. The 
advanced FiRPHASE processing optimizes 
dynamics amplitude and time behavior for a 
0° linear phase response.

The waterproof cabinet is built in high-
strength baltic birch plywood coated 
with black, robust, and scratch-resistant 
polyurea paint. The amplifier is mounted 
to a solid machined aluminum structure at 
the back, where heat dissipation is fast and 
efficient. The enclosure is sturdy and rigid 
with a strong powder-coated metal grille 
that protects the face, and an acoustically 
transparent sound foam backing on the 
inside of the grille ensures protection from 
dust and humidity. 

Pairing TT 515-A speaker with TT 808-AS 
subwoofer creates a potent full-range main 
system with an incredible size-to-power 
ratio. You can pack a full-range stereo 
system with two TT 515-A, two TT 808-AS 
subwoofers, poles, and cables in less than 
200-liters of volume. Whether it’s used as a 
compact main system, as fills, or surrounds 
in a larger system, it’s quick to deploy and 
fast to tune. With TT+ sonic signature, RDNet 
networked management, weatherproof 
cabinets, and a wide range of accessories, 
there is always a place for TT 515-A and 
TT808-AS.

RCF

http://www.e-techasia.com
https://www.rcf.it/
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KL Panel XL:  Full-color-spectrum LED Soft Light with Muscle and 
Multi-zone Control

Broadcast designers of all types have been turning 
to Elation’s colour temperature-adjustable KL Panel 
for high-quality soft light illumination since it first hit 
the market in 2020. Quickly adopted as an ideal full-
colour-spectrum LED soft light, a new XL version of the 
broadcast-quality luminaire is now available that extends 
the size of the original while emitting nearly twice the 
power and offering multi-zone control for dynamic 
effects. 

Broadcast environments require bright and highly 
variable lighting of very high quality for key-, fill- and 
backlight. The new KL Panel XL LED soft light delivers 
with superior output, precise colour temperature 
control, full-spectrum colour rendering and an even 
wash coverage. Optimized for the tunable white light 
requirements of film and television, it is an ideal soft 
light source for many situations requiring outstanding 
performance and colour quality.

Beautiful soft white or full-colour washes
Using a highly-efficient 544W RGBW+ Lime + Cyan 
LED Array, the KL Panel XL produces beautifully soft 
white or full-colour washes up to 44,000 field lumens at 
a 100° half-peak angle. Colour reproduction is extremely 
accurate both to the eye and to the camera with a CRI 
of 95 while colour temperature is easily adjustable from 
2,000 to 10,000K for a wide choice of variable colour 
or white shade projections. Additional color tuning is 
possible through a green-shift adjustment and virtual gel 
library to more precisely match the white balance for the 
camera. 

Multi-zone control
The KL Panel XL’s LED array includes multi-zone control 
for dynamic colour access, visually interesting eye-
candy and realistic reproduction of effects like fire, 

lightning, emergency vehicle flashes or a variety of 
strobe effects.

Other useful design features
Besides its wide spectrum of chromatic options, this 
dynamic soft light luminaire includes other useful design 
features like smooth 16-bit dimming and selectable 
dimming curve modes for programming ease, as 
well as a high-speed electronic shutter and strobe. 
Measuring 30.1 in/763.8 mm (L) x 12.05 in/306mm 
(H), a 4x2-section control option provides additional 
creative capabilities for color effects and visual impact. 
A diffuser is included for even softer projections as are 
adjustable and removable 8-leaf barn doors that allow for 
customized shaping of the beam and less light spill.

Fully optimized for broadcast
Virtually silent, the KL Panel XL is fully optimized for 
broadcast and film environments with 900-25000Hz 
LED refresh rate adjustment for flicker free operation. 
Compact and portable, it can be mounted on a stand or 
suspended using any standard clamp or the included 
Junior pin adapter. A rugged housing with impact-
resistant surrounds and base plate ensure that the fixture 
can handle rough handling on today’s fast-paced sets.

Power and control options
The KL Panel XL is fully self-contained without the need 
for an external power supply and offers power pass 
through for easy linking of multiple units. The fixture 
can be powered remotely through its integrated 4-pin 
XLR 24-36 VDC battery input (battery not included). 
Professional control options include DMX/RDM, Art-
NET and sACN. It can also be controlled manually for 
stand-alone use using the included encoders and OLED 
display, providing instant control of intensity, color 
temperature, green shift and other settings. The display 
and encoders are conveniently positioned on the bottom 
of the fixture to ensure easy access while the fixture is 
mounted on a stand. The integration of Elation’s E-FLY™ 
wireless DMX system allows for even more flexibility of 
use.

The KL Panel XL is energy efficient for such a bright 
soft light, consuming 544W of max power, and offers 
other benefits of LED like greater reliability, a long LED 
life rating and less maintenance for a lower cost of 
ownership.

Elation 

http://www.e-techasia.com
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wheels, a colour wheel with 7 colour filters 
and 2 correction filters, linear CTO, CMY 
colour mixing, prism, frost, etc. The P9 HP 
can be used in three light colours. The 6800 
K, 15,000 basic colour output of the P9 can 
be used as an effect spotlight for festivals and 
events of all kind. If the focus of the lighting 
performance is on the most intensive colour 
rendition and natural skin tones, the P9 with 
its high CRI filter plays perfectly into the 
limelight with its 5800 K, 10,000 lm output. The 
P9 is also an enormously versatile spotlight. 
Thanks to the CTO filter, it easily blends into a 
halogen environment and does not only sound 
very quiet on TV or in the theatre, offering 
3200 K, 7,000 lm output.

JB Lighting

ENNOVATION

Modulift Introduces the TriMOD

Modulift, a technical expert and manufacturer in the 
lifting industry based in the UK, have added a new 
product to its portfolio which is specifically designed for 
3-point lifts and suitable for circular lifts. 

The TriMOD, designed by their in-house engineering 
team and manufactured in their established factory 
in Poole, Dorset is a triangular frame, designed for 
3-point lifts. The frame can be extended for 6-point lifts 
and multipoint circular lifts due to the unique shape. 
All TriMOD corner units are compatiable with Modulift 
spreader beams to achieve multiple spans.

The efficient design makes the rigging configuration 
simpler, easy to assemble and cost effective. Due to 
the shape, it can be used for circular lifts, in particular 
when lifting tank roofs and pressure vessels, avoiding 
uneccessary cascading rigs.

John Baker, Commercial Director said, “We are 
continually looking for new ideas and developing 
new products. We recently attended Vertikal Days 
in Peterborough and brought a TriMOD demo along 
with us. The feedback we received was phenomenal, 
everybody loves the product and how unique it is. It 
was good to see everybody again, especially after a 
testing 18 months for the lifting industry and for us, it 

was great to come back to our first event with a brand 
new product.”

Harshal Kulkarni, Engineering Manager for Modulift 
added, “Our team have wanted to develop a product 
which would change the lifting industry and in particular, 
design and manufacture a product which is suitable for 
complicated circular lifts. We have seen an increase in 
enquiries  over recent months and we’re proud to be 
able to offer a solution for our customers.”

Modulift

JB Lighting Launches P9 330W Beamspot

The P9 HP is versatile to use and enjoys band life on 
tour just as much as TV appearances or any other 
type of event.  Featuring a 330 Watt LED Engine and 
weighing only 17kg it is big in terms of luminosity and 
handling. Despite its compact dimensions, the P9 has 
a full range of effects in its tour case, including 2 gobo 

http://www.e-techasia.com
https://www.jb-lighting.de/
https://www.modulift.com/
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Green Hippo Announces New Hippotizer V4+ MK2 Hardware

Green Hippo, the specialist manufacturer of the award-
winning Hippotizer Media Server range, is proud to 
announce the latest hardware version, Hippotizer V4+ 
MK2. Delivering generational performance gains of up 
to 100% and key new features, Hippotizer V4 + MK2 
provides the platform for creative video projects for 
years to come. Including five new hardware platforms, 
including the debut Hippotizer Mayon+ MK2, these tour-
ready and install-proof systems are designed to deliver 
for even the most demanding productions, with up to 
100%more processing power for seriously enhanced 

generative performance, 3D Mapping and 
Visualization.

With the ability to drive up to 32x 4K clips, 
the next generation hardware is optimized for 
generative playback, smooth visualization, and 
up to 100% improved performance with no 
compromise on control.

Delivering on highly requested hardware 
features, V4+ MK2 is designed for new 

and emerging workflows that depend on flexibility, 
generative, and quality playback performance.

Offering industry standard, DP1.2 or HDMI 2.0 outputs 
and HDMI 2.0 live capture V4+
MK2 integrates perfectly with existing and future 4K 
infrastructure.

The Hippotizer V4+ MK2 range is available now via local 
distributors.

Green-Hippo

The extremely successful EclPanel TWC, an LED 
soft light made by Italian manufacturer PROLIGHTS, 
has taken a major firmware update which includes 
new features like XY coordinates control in DMX 
and standalone modes, editable cinema-effects that 
enables users to customize effects, and improved PWM 
frequency up to 36 KHz.

In this new update, the CCT has been expanded to 
range from 2,200K to 15,000K in the new “Film Mode”, 
providing a broader set of white points than before. This 
new mode includes predefined settings for best results 
on-camera, and a dimmer off feature with snap or fade 
out options. There is also a high-resolution mode at low 
dimmer value, and a new dimming curve that offers a 
16-bit dimming experience while using an 8-bit dimmer.  

These new updates are part of the firmware 2.9 release 
and have been added after the company’s success in 
very large film studios and productions worldwide, with 
customers requesting a wider feature set on a product 
that has been extremely well received. Not only that, 
but features like XY coordinates control have been 
introduced in products like the EclProfile CT+ and are 
an added technical feature that advanced users greatly 
appreciate. The firmware 2.9 update is available for the 
EclPanel TWC through Prolights’ network of distributors. 

PROLIGHTS

PROLIGHTS EclPanel TWC Takes Major Update

http://www.e-techasia.com
https://www.green-hippo.com/
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L-ISA Processor II Extends Immersive Power to More Productions

As the L-Acoustics V-DOSC line source array altered the 
trajectory of modern pro audio loudspeaker design in 
the 1990s, the company’s unveiling of L-ISA Immersive 
Hyperreal Sound technology in 2016 represented an 
equally seismic shift in the sonic landscape of today’s 
live events. Extending spatial processing to a wider 
range of productions and venues, L-Acoustics now rolls 
out the next generation of its 3D audio processing en-
gine, L-ISA Processor II. The new processor offers users 
more power, performance and flexibility, and is available 
in four different output configurations through a one-time, 
tiered license fee.

Similar to its predecessor, L-ISA Processor II is a hard-
ware solution that provides advanced object-based 
mixing for the most demanding immersive audio produc-
tions. While both units offer control of spatial audio pro-
cessing and virtual acoustics for up to 96 audio objects 
based on speaker positioning information and mixing 
parameters—including pan, width, distance, elevation, 
and aux send—the new L-ISA Processor II doubles the 
original unit’s potential output count of 64 up to 128 
outputs for greater power and versatility on larger, more 
complex events.

Seeing that most productions are unlikely to utilize 100-
plus outputs, L-Acoustics is offering L-ISA Processor II in 
a choice of four output counts—16, 32, 64 or 128—from 
the same device, with various capacities accessible 
via different lifetime licenses at tiered pricing levels. 
For example, a small club or theatre may need no more 
than 16 outputs, while a mid-sized house of worship or 
performing arts centre might require as many as 32. With 
L-ISA Processor II, those customers now have access 
to all of the very same immersive tools, 128 inputs and 
premium-quality 96 kHz sampling as large-scale musi-
cals or massive tours running triple-digit outputs, but at a 
scalable cost.

“Rather than roll out multiple versions of our new L-ISA 
Processor II, we designed a single device to flexibly 
satisfy a variety of applications and budgets,” says 
L-Acoustics Product and Technology Outreach Manager, 
Scott Sugden. “Previously, our L-ISA Processor could 
represent up to half of a smaller immersive project’s 
budget. But with L-ISA Processor II, the investment can 
very closely match production needs, which will open up 
immersive processing to many more venues and shows. 
By providing scalable licensing, exciting immersive 
capabilities can become a real possibility for almost any 
project.”

Housed in a rugged 3U chassis equipped with Neutrik 
connectors, L-ISA Processor II is the road-worthy and re-
liable heart for any L-ISA project, remotely controlled by 
L-ISA Controller software. Boasting a powerful multi-core 
architecture, the new device is equipped with Milan-AVB 
dual-network redundancy eliminating the need for a 
secondary unit in mirror mode, further optimizing budget. 
The product also features MADI connections, allowing 
signals to come in on MADI and exit via Milan-AVB.

Deployed on hundreds of productions around the 
globe—from live concerts and theatrical tour to houses 
of worship, theme parks, and other installs—the original 
L-ISA Processor is the most usable and highly-adopted 
immersive audio tool on the professional market.

Perfectly paired with L-ISA Studio software, allowing 
users to create immersive designs for the stage and 
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studio on their laptops, both iterations of L-ISA Processor 
are also compatible with DeskLink, which places direct 
control of L-ISA objects on the channel strips of DiGiCo, 
SSL and Yamaha mixing consoles. Partnerships with 
vision-based tracking systems like BlackTrax, Robert 
Juliat’s SpotMe, Modulo Pi, and Zactrack continue to be 
supported by the new product as well.

“With L-ISA Processor II, we’ve greatly lowered the cost 
barrier that once prohibited small to mid-sized produc-
tions from even considering immersive designs,” adds 
Executive Director of Creative Technologies, Guillaume 
Le Nost. “Now that L-ISA has been opened up to a much 

wider potential user base, we’re looking forward to see-
ing how some of our new customers will be choosing to 
‘wow’ their audiences with intimately engaging audio. 
And on the other end of the spectrum, we’re even more 
excited to see how some of the largest production 
houses will really push the envelope of their designs 
with the newly-doubled output count of L-ISA Processor 
II.”

Currently in pilot phase, L-ISA Processor II will begin 
shipping to customers in the first quarter of 2022. 

L-Acoustics/L-ISA Processor II

PROTOS Introduces the ADJUTOR Manual Chain Hoist and the 
ADJUTOR Chainsliders

PROTOS now offers 2 standard models of manually 
operated chain hoist, a 500 and a 1000KG WLL version. 
The hoist bodies are powder coated black and offer 
smooth operation by design. Standard lifting and operat-
ing height is set at 10 meters, while the chains are made 
from high tensile galvanized steel. Custom lengths for 
both lifting/operating chain are available on request.

Simple yet versatile, the PROTOS ADJUTOR chainliders 
are the most convenient solution for hoist cable man-
agement and are both easy to install and remove. Never 

ADJUTOR Manual Chain Hoist

ADJUTOR Chainsliders

worry about bunched up or loose hanging cables again 
with ADJUTOR Chainsliders. They slide easily onto a 
non-load bearing chain. The product comes in three 
sizes to accomodate all mainstream hoists. Connect 
your cables to the slides with cable-ties or standard 0.5T 
shackles.

Sixty82Asia
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Alcons Introduces the QRP20 Pro-Ribbon Point Source Column
The QRP20 is a 2-way column 
array system with high-Q 
directivity for increased 
projection control to be used 
as vertical sound system, for 
both permanent and portable 
applications. Its slim design 
packs a perfectly natural, 
dynamic sound reproduction with 
superb intelligibility and throw.

It is specifically designed for 
applications where ultimate 
fidelity response needs to be 
projected with wide horizontal 
and narrow vertical coverage, 
ideal in acoustically challenging 
environments, or applications 
where intelligibility-over-distance 
is required.

Loaded with the RBN401 4” 
pro-ribbon driver on a “Morpher” 
lens, the system offers a very 
high throw-efficiency and 
projection control, due 
to the pro-ribbon’s all-natural 
cylindrical wavefront.

Its transient response and unusual high peak power 
handling (800W @ 200ms) cater for a perfect intelligibility 
from the lowest to the highest SPL with a 1:15 RMS-to-
peak dynamic range, while offering maximum “gain-
before-feedback”. The flat frequency response and the 
fast impulse response of the RBN mid-high frequency 
transducers, in combination with the sharply controlled 
dispersion, brings a maximum “gain-before-feedback” 
up to directly in front of / under the system.

Due to the “compression-less” principle of the pro-ribbon 
transducer technology, the system has a fully linear 
response at any SPL, for an intuitive 1:1 performance.

The RBN401 is mounted in a D'Appolito speaker 
configuration with the 4 5” woofers in a sealed cabinet. 
The custom-design 5” woofers feature Active Coil™ 
technology for extremely low-distortion LF reproduction, 
a perfect match with the pro-ribbon MHF reproduction.

The QRP’s are powered and controlled by the ALC 
amplified loudspeaker controller; Through the integrated 

VHIR processing, audiophile amplifier 
stages and Signal Integrity Sensing 
feedback circuit, the ALC offers 
QRP20-specific drive processing, 
delivering absolute maximum sound 
quality with increased headroom 
and utmost operation reliability and 
flexibility.

Philip “Dr. Phil” de Haan, head of 
Alcons Audio R&D comments,“The 
essence of the Q-series is the 
isophasic wavefront of our pro-ribbon 
mid/high frequency transducer 
technology, delivering the razor-sharp, 
side-lobe free projection control in the 
vertical plane and throw, the Q-series 
is known for.”
Combining this dispersion with
the fast transient response, the flat 
frequency response, the (patented) 
horizontal dispersion to beyond 20kHz 
and the intuitive linear response of 
Alcons Audio’s pro-ribbon transducers, 

it’s easy to understand why sound designers around the 
globe are recognising the Q-series as a unique tool in 
their toolbox.

The combination with the RBN401 pro-ribbon and the 
5” woofers with Active Coil technology in a sealed box 
brings the unsurpassed clear, dynamic and ultra-low 
distortion Alcons signature sound in a very slim and 
unobtrusive package, measuring only 150mm / 5.9-in. 
wide and deep.

Philip concludes: “We’ve seen in many, typically 
acoustically challenging applications, that the necessity 
for controlling the sound projection in order to get a 
satisfactory intelligibility lead to severe sacrifices on 
sound quality and dynamic output with existing solutions, 
either passive or steered. The QRP20 is proof that an 
exceptional, SPL independent intelligibility and throw 
is possible without any sacrifice on sound quality and 
performance, regardless of system size.”

The QRP20 is available in two versions with 90-degree 
(QRP20/90) and 120-degree (QRP20/120) horizontal 
dispersion and comes with Alcons Audio’s 6 year “no 
hassle” warranty.

Alcons Audio / QR Series
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Electrifying to Enthral

by Elton Noronha

A deep dive into the labyrinthine world of Power Distribution for live events

The aural and visual grandeur of live music and related 
events astutely hides a meticulously planned and 
painstakingly commissioned ubiquitous grid of electrical 
cables, connectors, switches, generators, panels, 
junction boxes and several other critical elements that 
serve as the life-force for all of the audio, video, light, 
SFX and automation systems. Lest we forget – a team 
of uniquely skilled and experienced power distribution 
professionals working tirelessly in the trenches behind-
the-scenes to ensure every last connection is safely 
secured. In addition to all of the “on-stage” gear which 
accounts for the most energy-intensive systems, 
particularly at larger events, adjunct features like the 
main event entrance, F&B stations, green rooms, etc too 
depend on stable electricity supply to sustain smooth 
flow of operations at the event. 

Therefore, you wouldn’t be remiss to profess that without 
electrical power distribution, there would be no event!

Factors stated above clearly contribute to temporary 
electrical power distribution often being noted as one 
of the top five production costs for almost any type of 
event. For good measure too – assuring the precise 

amount of electric energy is in place for an event and 
also ensuring the decisive distribution of electricity 
where it is needed using temporary electrical distribution 
systems, proves to be a herculean task in itself.

Power Distribution – An Outline
Diving into the deep end of how temporary electrical 
distribution for live events actually works; the generally 
accepted rule the world-over is to begin with knowing 
what the exact value of the connected load (amps) 
would be. This of course is dependent on the scale and 
nature of the event, whether outdoor or indoor, the kind 
of on-site features slated for the event, duration of the 
event, … and so on. Having a clear understanding about 
these details are absolutely critical before starting any 
power distribution system design; as experts who lay out 
the power distribution plan can then factor contingencies 
as well.

Power Distribution System ‘Lingo’
In order to better understand the process of Power 
Distribution, it is essential to first be aware of the several 
key elements that play an important role in ensuring the 
smooth execution of power supply.
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Generators: Diesel-powered generators are considered 
among the most reliable approaches to providing 
temporary power distribution solutions for live events, 
mainly because of the widely accepted fact that 
they provide a steady supply of high-quality power 
and superior performance for transient or fluctuating 
power demands. This is attributed to the high-torque 
characteristics of diesel engines, which allows for rapid 
response time, good load-carrying capacity, ready 
availability of fuel supply, and reliability. One of the 
most important and unique features of diesel-powered 
generators, as compared with other technologies, is 
quick response time and block-loading capability within 
seconds, which further consolidates contingency plans. 
Another key aspect that favours use of diesel generators 
is its ability to be used in parallel. Economically, a 
well-designed system deploying the use of parallel 
generators provides solid backup power and variable 
output. Parallel generators become a cost-effective 
solution when the output power capacity of standard 
generator units either greatly exceeds the minimum 
requirement or falls short of the maximum requirement. 
The synchronization of generators in parallel allows for 
maximum output when the power demand peaks and 
minimum output when the load necessities are low. This 
results increased reliability, flexibility and efficiency 
in load management, modularity, and enhanced 
maintenance and servicing capabilities with little to no 
disruption

Cables: Cables for the temporary distribution are usually 
multicore except for circuits above 125 A where single 
core cables are usually provided for portability. It is 
thought that cables for use outdoors and in general 

use, should either be aluminium conductor PVC 
insulated PVC sheathed Armoured cable or Copper 
conductor rubber insulated and sheathed with a voltage 
designation of not less than 660/1100 V heavy duty 
flexible and resistant to abrasion and water. Cables used 
for temporary distributions feature neutral and protective 
earth conductors of the same cross-sectional area as 
each of the line conductors, in cases of single phase 220 
V supply; and at least half of the cross-sectional area as 
each of the line conductors, in cases of three phase 415 
V supply. All cables for temporary distributions should be 
terminated with connectors of rating equivalent to that of 
the cable. All cables for temporary distributions should 
be terminated with connectors of rating equivalent to that 
of the cable. 

Connectors: Electrical power distribution solutions at 
large use a variety of connectors starting from normal 
mains power outlets to very high current three phase 
power connections and multi-pin connectors that carry 
many circuits with one connector. Several countries, 
especially those in Europe, witness event power being 
facilitated through connectors that are known as ‘CEE-
form’ defined by their current rating, which usually 
are of 16amp, 32amp, 63amp and 125 amp. Colour-
coded – single phase (230V) connectors are blue 
and three phase (230/400V) connectors are red. On 
the other hand, systems such as Powerlock are used 
for supplies above 125 amp, and these can typically 
provide up to 400 amp three phase. Alongside, 19Pin 
Socapex or 16Pin Harting connector is often used to 
connect many lamps to dimmer with one connector. 
Single-Pole connectors, if and when used, are usually 
lockable in nature in order to minimize chances of 

Photo courtesy of Brite India Generators.
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disconnection. Where connections to a switched fuse are 
required, open-tail pendants are used and appropriately 
terminated with suitable lug / connectors to supply the 
distribution that follows. In such cases the connectors 
of the open-tail pendants usually correctly coloured 
and bear correct alphanumeric markings to reduce the 
chance of misconnection to the source of supply.

Junction Boxes: Cables from the generators or 
powering plants are connected to junction boxes, further 
distributes the power to other sources such as sound, 
lights, led, etc. 

MCB: Miniature Circuit Breaker (MCB) is an 
electromechanical device that is designed solely to 
protect an electric circuit from over-current. Much like a 
fuse, when the current running through the circuit is too 
powerful, the electrical connection will blow and protect 
the rest of the circuit. Unlike a fuse however, MCB’s are 
reusable and don’t break when there is an overflow. Not 
only are they reusable, but they’re safer and much easier 
to use. 

RCD: Residual Current Device (RCD) is designed to 
prevent you from the dangers of a live, bare wire. They’re 
extremely sensitive and are made so that if they notice 
there is a fault in the circuit the safety device switches 
off the electricity automatically; thereby protecting 
people against the risks of electrocution and fire caused 
by earth faults. RCDs rated at 30 mA or less have 
traditionally been considered most suited for use.

RCCB: Residual Current Circuit Breaker (RCCB) is an 
important safety measure when it comes to protection of 
electrical circuits. It is a current sensing device, which 

can automatically measure and disconnect the circuit 
whenever a fault occurs in the connected circuit or the 
current exceeds the rated sensitivity. RCCBs with a rated 
residual operating current not exceeding 30 mA and an 
operating time not exceeding 40 ms at a residual current 
of 5 IΔn, are usually considered best for use, and are 
placed at the socket providing the supply.

ATS: Automatic transfer switch (ATS) is a device that 
automatically transfers a power supply from its primary 
source to a backup source when it senses a failure or 
outage in the primary source. When a failure occurs in 
a primary power system, the ATS invokes a standby 
power source, such as an uninterruptable power supply. 
An ATS can also start up more long-term backup power 
systems, such as local diesel generators, to run electric 
equipment until utility power is restored.

Cable Trays: Cable trays are used for providing 
mechanical protection in an environment where large 
quantities of power control cables are at work, especially 
with due consideration to movement of heavy vehicles 
and manpower. There are a variety of cable trays 
available in different materials, with some options being 
that of galvanized steel, aluminium, stainless steel and 
glass-fiber reinforced plastic. 

Powering Indoor Events
Considering the fact that every event has its own 
unique set of requirements, power distribution service 
providers usually stock an inventory of products and 
technologies that are synergistic and modular in nature; 
mainly because owing to the fact that there’s no real way 
of describing all the possible scenarios that one may 
encounter, and configurations that may be required.

For the sake of clarity though, temporary power 
distribution systems could be arbitrarily categorized as 
the following: 

Small: 20 to 50 amps, single phase.
Medium: More than 50 amps up to 200 amps, single & 
three phase.
Large: 200 to 400 amps (or more), three phase.

A key factor that plays a role in determining the power 
distribution plan for an event is the type of connection 
method to be used to connect your temporary power 
distribution system (PD) to “house power” i.e. the 
inherent power source available at the venue. The 
following scheme details a rather typical power 
distribution model for indoor event: 

Photo courtesy of Third Wave Services.
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The ‘smallest system’ that you could think of – which 
would comprise a few loudspeakers and microphones 
with no stage lighting for a performance of a three or four 
piece band, directed to a very intimate crowd setting 
– would probably comprise a power distribution model 
that may only consist of a 15A power strip and a few 
extension cords.

When the system format is slightly larger, powering it 
would require connecting to the direct power source 
at the venue itself, wherein the power distribution 
system would usually feature 30A or 50A plugs on the 
input. Although there could be various configurations 
depending on the type of venue, the most typically 
noticed are: (2) Line conductors, (1) Neutral conductor 
and (1) Grounding conductor. One must also keep in 
mind that the voltage designation (usually 125/250V) 
is the “maximum” voltage allowed for use with these 
connectors, although the actual voltage will typically 
be 120/240V.And assuming that most (if not all) of the 
connected load would be 120V, these arrangements will 
supply 60 amps @ 120V on a 30-amp connector and 100 
amps @ 120V on a 50-amp connector. And perhaps the 
most important aspect of all is confirming the quantity 
and type of receptacle configuration available at the 
venue. Following on, the primary power cable that’s fed 
out from the house receptacle is typically connected to 
a “breakered stringer box”, which breaks-out the 30A 
or 50A power into several 120V, 20A outlets, which on 

most occasions can be “Neutrik Power-Cons”, “Twist-
Locks”, “Stage Pin Connectors”, or any other type per 
your requirement. The presence of a circuit breaker 
enables the stringer boxes to efficiently convert 30A 
or 50A to 20A (to feed 20A receptacles); and these 
boxes always have an input connector in addition to 
an output connector which enables several units to be 
“daisy-chained”. Several of these boxes may be fed from 
separate outputs on the main power distribution unit. 
Non-Breakered Stringer Box(s) which usually comprises 
a single box or several outlet boxes mounted “in-line” 
on a single cord; are also used In the few rare cases 
where the need for a reduction in the ampere rating of 
connected devices is not required. Using Non-Breakered 
Stringer boxes allows for placement of receptacles 
exactly where the power is required, and eliminates the 
need for additional extension cords.

Powering medium sized systems – would typically 
entail distribution systems with Cam-Lock type single 
conductor separable connectors and cables as the main 
feed input connection, with the possibility of deploying 
cable sets of any length to meet the distribution needs. 
When connecting to the source power at the venue, 
power distribution experts may choose to mate Cam-
Lock connectors on a company switch, or alternatively, 
directly hard-wire to a circuit breaker panel or disconnect 
switch. Medium sized power distribution systems are 
typically 50A to 200A systems which could either be 

Indoor events would normally require temporary power distribution systems to augment house power.
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single phase or three phase, and there are a slew of 
components available that can specifically operate on 
either system. This does not exclude the use of a single 
phase system on 3-phase, or a 3-phase system on single 
phase; which however, results in the inability to maximize 
the usage potential of the power distribution equipment 
and/or the inability to use all the house power that may 
be available.

Finally, large format performance systems – which would 
typically involve elaborate stage gear with multiple line 
array modules and complex stage lighting + LEDs, 
monitor mix and front of house mix console sections, 
lighting control consoles, chain hoists & controllers, 
special effects, amplifier racks, and the like – would 
generally require 3-phase power distribution systems 
capable of supporting 400A or more. In systems that 
require upto 400A, output Cam-Lock connectors 
are usually used in order to allow for several power 
distribution units to be daisy chained together. Those 
that need more than 400A of power will usually feature 
multiple 400A units fed by individual 400A feeder 
circuits; with a variety of sub-main and satellite power 
units to distribute power to different portions of the 
event venue. While powering large systems, it becomes 
critical to ensure that the power equipment and cable 
assemblies deployed must be capable of providing 
precise supply in an efficient manner, with the capacity 
for contingencies while providing adequate amount of 
head room.

It is quite common to notice diesel generators powering 
most medium format performance systems and large 
format performance systems, since the inherent 
electrical infrastructure at most indoor venues are unable 
to meet the required supply pre-requisites for such 
systems.

Powering Outdoor Events
For any event to be commissioned successfully, it 
becomes imperative to ensure that power supplies do 
not fail, and if they do, they need to be corrected quickly. 
It takes careful planning to make the electrical power 
reliable. 

A great deal of planning goes into bringing together the 
perfect power distribution solution for outdoor events. 
Precise values of electricity consumption for each 
activity needs to be calculated for the entire duration of 
the event; and the power distribution system needs to 
be based on all factors such as budget, time, space, 
available resources, the nature of the event, weather/

Third Wave Services 
– widely regarded as 
India’s premier power 
distribution service 
providers – were entrusted 
with the responsibility of 
safely commissioning 
the ‘Namaste Trump’ 
event which saw India 
welcoming the then 
President of the United 

States Of America, Donald Trump, at the Motera Cricket 
Stadium in Gujarat (world’s largest). The company’s 
Director, Vaibhav Kapoor, details the experience as he 
shares, “The event for us was monumental in so many 
ways. First off, we were working with a very limited time 
to put together a precise design plan and to safely 
execute the same. Then came the logistical challenge of 
the distance of designated generator area to the area of 
event spanning over 350 Meters. A lot of planning went 
into running cable lines of that length, while ensuring that 

natural elements, time for planning & execution (where 
quick setup and disassembling), type of venue (for 
example, events that take place at ports/docks/places 
with highly flammable constituents and or medical/
pharmaceutical elements etc); among many others. At 
the same time, it is important to estimate the maximum 
load by considering the possibility of the organizer’s 
need to connect additional current using equipment; 
and most importantly, accounting for the likelihood that 
neutral current might exceed the line current as a result 
of possible lack of phase balance and/or presence of 
harmonics causing increase neutral current in multi-
phase distribution.

It is for these very reasons that energy security poses 
to be one of the most critical challenges. For example 
music festivals are often situated in fields and/or away 
from city-sides, with most locations lacking adequate 
access to a power grid. This accounts for the main 
reason why most outdoor events usually rely on 
diesel-powered generators for their electrical supply 
requirement, because in many locations there is no 
powerful enough electrical feed available for the location.

Experiential Action
Events heralded as iconic in stature invariably demand 
superlatively planned and executed power distribution 
solutions; as two of India’s most noted service providers 
share insights into such experiences that took place in 
recent memory.
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On the other hand, Rahil Damani, 
Director of Brite India Generators – 
the leading power distribution service 
provider in western India – shares 
the company’s experience of safely 
executing the Indian Super League 
2020-2021, which is India’s premier 
soccer league that spans over 4 

months and is telecast across the globe. Rahil informs, 
“Prior to this event, there was no live event that had 
gone live for 4 months in the same venue, with the entire 
venue in total running on the power systems provided 
by our company - from the smallest tube light to the 4 
towers containing 120 strong international day lights for 
the matches. Plus, since the event took place during the 
peak of lockdown last year – logistically it proved to be 
a real challenge since we’re based in Mumbai and the 

Safety Concerns & Considerations
Safety is paramount when it comes to successfully 
commissioning a live event of any scale; and it all 
starts from the Power Distribution System i.e. the true 
heart and soul of the event. “Safety and Reliability 
goes hand-in-hand, and everyone responsible for the 
temporary electrical system needs to understand that 
enhanced equipment and procedures must be followed 
for events. Considerations of portability, limitation the 
size and weight of units, and time and other constraints, 
aesthetics, etc prevent the use of conventional fixing 
methods, while tight schedules, adverse weather and 
last moment changes of plan are routine problems. 
All of these tend to have a direct impact on the overall 
planning stage, which is crucial to the safe execution 
of power distribution systems at the event venue, and 
it’s important that event stakeholders take note of this” 
informs Vaibhav.

Suggesting a few key points to maintain safe deployment 
of power distribution solutions on-site; Rahil shares, “As 
a service provider, it is imperative that all the equipment 
you deploy is appropriately rated i.e. ensure that all 
equipment for outdoor events are weather rated. At 
the same time, you run appropriately rated cables of 
the right lengths and specifications from the generator 
/ source to the junction boxes / panels using correct 
cable terminations. It is also important to ensure that the 
panels and junction boxes are appropriately covered 
and feature appropriately serviced MCB trippers which 
can come into effect instantaneously when required. 
In the same stride, generators should also have their 
own protection protocols in place that can detect 
inconsistencies in voltage frequency, and automatically 
switch off when needed. Finally, the most important 
aspect is insisting that the event organizer provides a 
designated area for the generator as well as the other 
power distribution system comprising the panels and 
junction boxes etc, with these areas being appropriately 
barricaded. Such areas must allow access only to 
authorized personnel who can monitor the operational 
status of the equipment and action mitigation plans 
efficiently when necessary.” 

voltage losses were kept to the absolute bare minimum 
through the use of cam-locks. Also being attended 
by our Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi & other VIP 
Dignitaries, we decided to keep multiple seamless 
backup systems in place in-case of power failures, 
which warranted the use of state-of-the-art synchronized 
generators. All our distribution panels had safety features 
like earth fault safety, over-and-under voltage cut offs 
and Neutral break safety. Gear spanning sound, light, 
LED , general lighting & adjunct areas were separately 
controlled by individual switches to make sure problems 
were easily identified and rectified swiftly in case of 
emergency.

event was to take place in Goa. The total requirement 
warranted for four generator units of 750kv and two 
units of 380kv, which when added to the multitude of 
cables, connectors and peripherals, comprised a hefty 
inventory to be transported across state. To ensure 
absolute reliability, we also transported additional back-
up systems, which were deployed onsite to facilitate 
efficient and ultra-smooth switching between sources if 
needed (the need for which never came about!)”

Long cable length runs were required for the ‘Namaste Trump’ event 
handled by Third Wave Services.
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RCDs
RCDs should be checked for correct mechanical 
operation, i.e. the test or “T” button should be pressed 
with the power on to ensure the RCD operates. Switches 
and indicators related to RCD bypass should be 
checked for correct operation.

Protective earthing and bonding arrangements
Protective earthing and bonding arrangements should 
be adequate to meet the design requirements and any 
other conditions found on site.

Supplementary equipotential bonding should be 
provided and simultaneously checked as necessary to 
maintain earthing at substantially the same potential to 
prevent danger. 
Any possible changes to site conditions during use 
should be taken into account.

A resistance measurement should be made with a test 
instrument having a no-load voltage between 4 V and 24 
V, d.c. or a.c. and a short-circuit current of not less than 
200 mA confirming to IE Rules.

Cables
Cables should be laid precisely and kept protected from 
all sources of damage. If possible, cables should be 
routed clear of passageways, walkways, ladders, stairs, 
etc, and they should definitely not be passed through fire 
barriers without arrangements to preserve the integrity of 
the fire barrier. 

Fundamental Security Checks to reinforce Safety 
Considerations

In addition to the points noted by Rahil; Vaibhav 
suggests conducting a meticulous series of fundamental 
security checks to ensure the safe and efficient 
commissioning of power distribution systems at an event 
venue, based on the following points:

Phase sequence
If motors or other phase-sequence sensitive items are 
used, the correct phase sequence should be established 
before the temporary distribution is energized.

Neutral/Earth connections
Neutral / earth connections should be thoroughly 
checked for correct functioning before any load is 
connected.

Generator Earthing
Generator earthing is the connection of the neutral 
or star point to the general mass of Earth, which can 
be achieved by the use of an earth electrode and/or 
connection to the main earthing terminal of any installed 
system of a premises associated with the generated 
output.

Earth fault loop impedance
Critical earth fault loop impedances should be 
measured; the results should be recorded and 
compared with the limits set by the design to ensure the 
protective devices operate correctly in the required time.

Brite India Generators has been busy ensuring proper power supply to the  Indian Super League 2020-2021 season.
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Cables laid along floors should be arranged to cause 
minimum obstruction and should be secured in position. 
On-ground cables that cross pedestrian and vehicle 
routes should be protected from damage and ramped.

Overhead cables that cross pedestrian walkways should 
be at least 3.5 m above the ground, whereas overhead 
cables that cross routes over which vehicles might pass 
should be at least 6 m above the ground.

Special attention should be paid to safety exit routes 
and vehicle emergency access routes, and service 
providers must meet with local or other responsible 
authority requirements along with running a thorough risk 
assessment to act accordingly.

Electrical cables temporarily buried in the ground should 
have a voltage designation of not less than 660 V / 1100 
V and the routes should be marked at suitable intervals. 
If necessary, cable with integral armouring should be 
used, or additional mechanical protection (like cable 
trays) should be used to prevent damage.

Cables should not be run in a manner that allows them 
to overheat, and should not be placed close to sources 

FEATURE

of heat. Excess cable should be laid out in a linear 
arrangement and not left coiled while carrying current. 
Connectors should not be placed in gullies, gutters, 
drains or depressions that might fill with water.

All line, neutral and earth single core cables for each 
circuit should be run together with minimum separation 
to facilitate identification and to minimize the effects of 
electromagnetic interference. Care should be taken that 
line and neutral cables for a circuit are not separated by 
ferrous metal to avoid eddy current heating.

In Conclusion
There’s definitely more than what meets the eye when 
it comes to putting together a well-designed power 
distribution solution – it takes hours of scrupulous 
planning and even more conscientious execution. 
And when done perfectly, it forms the foundation that 
supports the edifice of high-quality event experiences. 
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AUSTRALIA

Gladstone Regional Council Amplifies Two-Day Outdoor Music Festival 
With JBL Professional

To provide the Gladstone Regional Council’s outdoor 
music festival with a memorable entertainment 
experience for audiences, Stage and Audio Event 
Solutions collaborated with CMI Music and Audio to 
implement cutting-edge and impactful JBL Professional 
audio solutions.

Established in 2008, the Gladstone Regional Council in 
Queensland consists of the Gladstone Entertainment 
Convention Center, Gladstone Regional Art Gallery and 
Museum, Gladstone Regional Parks and Recreation 
Center and Tondoon Botanic Garden. To celebrate 
the return of live entertainment following the COVID-19 
pandemic, the Gladstone Regional Council staged two 
nights of live music headlined by Queensland musical 
sensation Sheppard on November 20 and 21. Festival 
organizers wanted a versatile system with smooth output 
and wide coverage in order to provide exceptional 
audio throughout the festival grounds. AV integrators 
Stage and Audio Event Solutions and CMI Music and 
Audio selected JBL VTX Series speakers to meet 
these requirements and provide an immersive music 
experience for audiences. 

LIVE

CMI Music and Audio collaborate to support two nights of live music
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“We didn’t know who the headliner was going to be, 
or quite how large the coverage area was, but we 
based our bid on the JBL VTX A8 system,” said Aaron 
Buchholz, Head Technician, Stage and Audio Event 
Solutions. “When the scale of what the council was 
proposing was made clear, we discussed various ideas 
using JBL VTX Series solutions with Brian Vayler at CMI. 
The final solution was a combined VTX A12, A8 and G28 
system.”

To cover the vast 300-by-300-foot festival area, the 
installation team deployed twelve JBL VTX A12 line array 
loudspeakers on each side of the stage. The redesigned 
Radiation Boundary Integrator provides the A12 with 
reduced horn edge diffraction, improved low-frequency 
sensitivity, lower distortion and 90-degree coverage 
down to 250 Hz, making them the ideal speaker choice 
for mid-to-large performances and tours. Additionally, 
JBL VTX A8 line arrays, featuring 110-degree dispersion 
and an HF compression driver, act as out-fill and front-
fill speakers. Finally, JBL VTX G28 subwoofers provide 
reinforced low-end and impactful bass response thanks 
to the innovative Differential Drive technology. JBL 
Performance Manager software allows festival engineers 
to adjust delay settings, reduce design time and 
automate control interface configuration with ease and 
efficiency.

“We set up the system and established a baseline for 
tuning, and it was already good,” added Buchholz. 
“After minimal tweaking, it got better and better. The VTX 
system is loud but so clear and distortion-free, and the 
headroom is ridiculous. There were no red lights and no 
compression or limiting on the top boxes.”

LIVE

In addition to the sonic performance, Buchholz also 
praised the VTX speakers for their newly designed 
rigging system. Built with touring productions in mind, 
all VTX Series speakers’ auto-locking capabilities, 
comprehensive mounting accessories and lightweight 
design make setup, fine-tuning and takedown as 
streamlined and efficient as possible.  

“The crew was very impressed with the newly designed 
rigging system,” said Buchholz. “Everything about the 
VTX speakers is easy to work with, from wheeling in the 
stacks to setting the pins with no weight on the boxes 
to picking up the first stack and unlocking into the right 
angles––all with no effort. One person could do it all with 
one arm tied behind their back. There’s no lifting or any 
significant manual labor involved. Everything about the 
rigging is perfect.”

A spokesperson for the Gladstone Regional Council 
reported that the VTX Series speakers achieved 
excellent crowd coverage throughout the festival and 
performed beyond their expectations.

“Creating an impactful audio experience is essential 
for an ambitious project like this,” said Amar Subash, 
Director, Channel Management and Audio Solutions, 
HARMAN Professional Solutions, APAC. “We would like 
to thank our partner Stage and Audio Event Solutions 
for installing our solutions and providing an exceptional 
experience for the guests.”

HARMAN PROFESSIONAL SOLUTIONS
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LIVE

AUSTRALIA

KV2 Saddles Up with Gigawatt Sound & Light for Cowgirls Gathering 2021
Tricky requirements met with aplomb

The sleepy rural town of Kilkivan in Queensland, 
Australia, was recently transformed into a hive of activity 
as thousands of horse lovers – and their horses – 
descended for the first edition of Cowgirls Gathering; 
three days of interactive workshops and clinics with the 
worlds’ best educators, trade stalls, competitions, music, 
art and entertainment to celebrate the western lifestyle 
of women all over Australia and beyond. Production 
specialists Gigawatt Sound & Light based just north of 
Brisbane were contracted to supply clear, precise audio 
throughout the festival, which they chose to do with KV2.

The requirement was extremely broad ranging, from 
background music, to paging, to foreground audio 
distribution and speech reinforcement. All systems 
were in use from 7am to midnight every day. Gigawatt’s 
Technical Systems manager, Andrew Wood takes up the 
story: “This was an unusual assignment for us – we’re 
more accustomed to loud rock & roll bands and festivals, 
or corporate shows for which we supply turnkey AV, 
but it was thoroughly enjoyable – we sent a couple of 
guys down for a site assessment in the days prior to the 
festival to ensure an optimal deployment.”

Gigawatt supplied systems for the main covered arena, 
plus a large open air corral known as Campdraft, and the 
Education Tent which also doubled as a performance 
space for live bands. Ben Finlay, owner of Gigawatts 

selected the compact, 2-way active EX10 loudspeakers 
for the main arena, each deployed on a single bus per 
speaker to allow the various audio signals to be routed 
to each speaker as required. A number of speakers 
faced the crowd whilst others faced into the arena for 
the performers, most of whom were on horseback with 
headset mics. “The EX10s performed brilliantly with 
zero feedback,” says Wood. “Audio playback was 
absolutely stunning with the EX10s delivering low end 
that outperforms many alternative 12-inch boxes.”
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For Campdraft, Finlay came up with a different solution: 
“This was interesting,” recalls Wood. “We needed a 
mid-throw box for training, speech and foreground music 
playback. Ben decided on the ES1.0s with no subs as 
a vocal reinforcement system; the boxes go down to 
130Hz making it perfect for this application. It was the 
first time I’d experienced a set of 1.0s without subs but 
given that we generally roll off the voice at about 125Hz, 
the 130Hz crossover point suited perfectly. The 3-way 
ES1.0 delivered a perfect, natural sound and got the 
sound everywhere we needed.”

The final challenge was the Education Tent. “Now 
this was a funny one – by day it was Zoom meetings 
across the globe, and in the evening it was all live 
bands, so pretty diverse!” says Wood. “For FoH 
requirements we used a pair of EX12s pole-mounted 
onto the accompanying EX2.5 sub – it’s by far one of 
the most versatile and best-sounding rigs for this sort of 
application – the bottom end is tight and the EX12s with 
that horn – wow! Naturally all the DI boxes on the band 
stage were an assortment of KV2 JK Series devices. I 
challenge anyone to try them – you will not find a better 
DI box anywhere, period!” he says with emphasis.
“We had several comments from the client, MCs and 
others involved in the event who commented on just how 
clear the audio was and how much of a pleasure it had 
been not only to enjoy completely trouble-free operation 
but to be able to hear themselves clearly wherever they 
were on site.

“For my part, I really enjoyed the Cowgirls Gathering 
and the results we achieved with KV2,” says Wood 
in conclusion. “It’s a far cry from what we usually do, 
but I’m proud to say that from prep to deployment, the 
Gigawatt team nailed it with a bit of KV2 magic! I met 
KV2 several years ago and it’s just got better and better. 
You ask a KV2 PA to do something and it responds. 
Operationally, the active systems are really easy and 
straightforward to deploy, and sonically it’s just stunning 
and a wonderful listening experience for all. Point source 
all the way!”

KV2 Audio
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FOR ENQUIRIES OR TO LIST 
YOUR USED EQUIPMENT 
CONTACT 10K USED GEAR ASIA 
CONTACT
BASED IN SINGAPORE: 
MANOJ CHAMANLAL  
manoj.chamanlal@10kused.com

ROE MC7 Package (550)
€378,790.00
For sale a package of 550 x Used 
ROE MC7 LED Screens, 600mm 
x 600mm in great condition. Price 
shown is for the complete package. 
Offers invited.

Enquire

Enquire

ChamSys MagicQ MQ80 Compact
€6,995.00
For sale brand new ChamSys 
MagicQ MQ80 Compact Console. 
Price shown is for 1 x Console and 
comes with standard warranty.

Enquire

Midas Pro X TP
€25,460.00
For sale a used Midas Pro X Touring 
package in good condition includes 
flightcase.  Price shown is for 
package.

Enquire

MARKET PLACE

Enquire

Martin MAC Quantum Profile
€1,865.00
For sale used Martin MAC Quantum 
Profile Lighting Fixtures in excellent 
condition.  Available direct from stock.  
Price shown is per piece. Comes with 
omega clamps. 4 in stock.

PRICE MIGHT DIFFER 
AT WEBSITE DUE TO 
DYNAMIC PRICING 

MECHANISM

10K fEEbEE LED RGBACL Engine
€ 830.00
10K fEEbEE LED RGBACL Engine: 
Retrofit into original ETC Source 
4 luminaire. Protocols: DMX/RDM 
. 5-pin XLR  in/out. PowerCon 
connection. Coloured RGBACL. 
Min CRI 98 3200K S4 19˚6m 2822 
Lux 1.8m dia; Min CRI 98 5200K S4 
19˚6m 2822 Lux 1.8m dia.

Clay Paky Xtylos
€4,600.00
For sale used Clay Paky Xtylos 
Lighting Fixtures. Price is per 
piece but only sold as a complete 
package of 50. Includes flightcase. 
36 in stock.

Barco HDX-W18
€6,250.00
For sale used Barco HDX-W18 
Projector in good condition, includes 
flightcase.  Comes with 30 days 
warranty.  Price shown per piece. 5 
in stock.

Enquire

d&b Audiotechnik Q Series 
Package
€76,470.00
For sale used a D&B Audiotechnik 
Q Series Package in good condition.  
Price shown is for complete package.  
Comes with 21 days warranty.

Enquire

Panasonic PT-RZ12KEJ
€15,625.00
For sale used Panasonic PT-
RZ12KEJ Projector in good 
condition, includes flightcase.  
Comes with 30 days warranty.  Price 
shown is for 1 x piece.

Enquire

Robert Juliat ARAMIS
€3,750.00
For sale used Robert Juliat ARAMIS 
2500W HMI Followspots in good 
condition. Price shown is per piece. 
Comes in single flightcase. 4 in 
stock.

Enquire

Enquire
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https://www.10kused.com/product/clay-paky-xtylos-lcmt-44239/?mc_cid=74eeaed90f&mc_eid=3de20e9c29
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